
2-4-15
Economic Development Land Work Group
Wednesday
10:00 a.m.

Attendees: Skip Alexander, Dennis Anderson, Price Bell, Will Berkley, Buddy Cowgill, Jim Duncan,
Melody, Flowers, Gina Greathouse, Chrisq, Harris, Wesley Holbrook, Jonathan Hollinger, Chris
King, Travis Lane, Derek Paulsen, Kimber\ Rossetti, Bill Sallee, Kevin Stinnett, Traci Wade, Chris
Westover, Pam \X4ritaker, Bob Quick, Karen Mundy and Ken Danter

Commissioner Derek Paulsen called the meeting to order at 9:1,0 a.rn.

Buddy Cowgill introduced Ken Danter who gave a presentation entided llew Paradigns I'Jew Strategiet.

A copy is attached.

Chris King asked, with the undeniable demographics, why the development lending market is so
adverse to mixed-use. Dennis Anderson said they were adverse to all vertical mixed-use because of
the failures and vacancies. It is like a golf course. A developer loses money on a golf course or
clubhouse but sells his residential for more. The gendeman in Boulder, Co. had all the subsidies and
the Ciq'gave him a million dollars for upgrades and he built an offrce buddrng. He had mlxed-use
beside the river. He had a restaurant which was nice and essentially had to lower the rent to attract
them in there to be able to increase his rents to the residents. To provide the lifesq'le they have to
subsidize or give a better deal to the people providing the retail or food or entertainment in order to
get the higher rents. Kevin Stinnett said it was the same with Rupp Arena. Mr. King asked, if you
have x amount of space in a strip shopping center and x amount of space in a mlred-use building,
why aren't the rents comparable? Mr. Anderson sard if they could make money doing it they would.
At Townlel, we have lots of restaurants and they are all making mone)'. We are horizontally
integrated. We do get pushback because we have that town center with diagonal parking so the
parking is in the rear. We lost Fazzoli's over that. \Ve have this building here with these Mom and
Pop things and they have struggled. We are signhg a deal in the next few da1,s with Panera. They
know how to run their business. Price Bell said there was a better design at the Townley than at the
Lex.

Dr. Paulsen said we rvere talking about a zone class and the zofle we have right norv and whether or
not it needs to be tweaked. It sounds Iike you are arguing that the way to attactjobs to a city is to
have mixed-use at a particular iocation and not so much about the city but about the development.
Mr. Anderson said that people live ftst and work second. Mr. Bell asked if we had lost anything
because we did not have mlxed-use shovel ready land. Gina Greathouse said she could not say

mi-xed-use shovel ready but we lose projects all the time because we don't have shovel ready; whether
it is for office or industrial or distribution.

Buddy Cowgrll asked Mr. Danter if I-75 was a positive or a negadve for his location. Mr. Danter said

it was an absolute positive with the amount of taffrc there. Ms. Great]rouse said it was a huge sales

pitch. Mr. Danter sard the noise was not a significant issue. Mr. Anderson said Lexington was more
horizontal mlxed-use. That is what has been successfirl. We have not had the vertical mixed-use.
Can we change that trend, how do we change it, and do we even want to change it? For ahoizortal
mixed-use verses a vertical mixed-use, should the proportions differ? Mr. Danter said he did not see

this as being vertical. Three or four floors is as high as you are going to go. We already have three
story all over town. It is difftcult to look at any market and say this is going to work when it doesn't
already exist in the market. But we would never advance anything if we did not go to the next step.

!flhat'w-e have seen is a share of people who will gravitate to this t),pe of product. People today are

renters by choice. The thing that triggers br),-g a house is the start of a family. They are making a
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lot more money than we ever did and they are moving up to that next level of opportunity. m.
Anderson asked Mr. Danter if he had looked at our rental market and where we were pfing up. Mr.
Betklel' said rn the last 2 or 3 years high end apartments had done ve5, well - $1500 a month for 1000
square feet.

Dr. Paulsen reminded everyone, as we start talking about land used, that the purpose of this group is
to talk about the zone in the ED land. In 20 vears it hasn't done as well as we would like so the idea
was to look at it and see what q,pes of things in that land use we might need to tweak. We are also
gorng to talk about other things that ma1, be an impediment such as exactions and how those can be
fxed. We have had a lot of good presentation and discussion to this point. Now we need to start
moving toward the tlpes of land uses that we might need to talk about: things not included right now
or things that are included that we need to make additions to. It is a zone discussion. We are not
talking about indrvidual properties but a class of a zone throughout the entire community. The
second thing to remember is that the main focus of this zone classification is jobs. In terms of
acre ge this is our number one amount of land that we have for jobs. \X4een we frame that
discussion, how do we make sure the intent is still jobs, how do we bring in those jobs, and how do
we atuact them. How do the changes in land and other things be focused so we can still attract
them. That brings us to part 3 which is why that matters. The key thing to remember about
Lexington is that payroll taxes are what pay (about 660/o) and what drives our City and provides our
services.

Jonathan Hollinger showed several slides (copy of handout is attached). The fust was the General
Fund which includes everything the City does in terms of services aside from our urban services
(trash collection, street lights, sewers) 55% of that is employee withholdings. A small 6%o is from
property tax. Urban Services Fund is predominately funded by property tax. Kevin Stinnett
explained that the property tax was really 6.5 million of the 7 in general fund. The Iibrary gets the
difference. Mr. Hollinger said at some point there was a lawsuit requiring $.05 of that to go to the
public library. It's really only $.03 into the City's general fund. Ms. Greathouse asked about the
employee (55%) withholdings. She said she though that number was so much higher. Mr. Stinnett
said it was 84%o because we lump in employee business tax, franchise fees and premium tax. Mr.
Hollinger also showed slides of the payroll taxes and property taxes.

Chris V/estover asked if the urban coung, government had a breakdown by job category. Dr.
Paulseo said we did not. Mr. Stinnett said we do have data from the bureau of labor statistics that
breaks it down by category and what percent is in the different industries. The hardest part is

knowing how many of them are mioimum wage. It gives you the median salaries but not the
minimum. He said he could send out that Lnk. Mr. Hollinger said that because our rate was flat, the
industries drat generate the most are our highest employing industries. UK is our biggest employer
and is generating most of our revenue. Mr. Stinnett said that 6 of the top 10 are government. Ms.
Westover said in terms of job creation, moving forward in terms of expanding, more jobs like that
would create more income. Ms. Greathouse said she did not think ),ou could correlate that. It
means there are more jobs in that sector but they are not all going to be the highest pa)'lng.
Lexmark, on the other hand, is one of the top 10 payroll producers and their average wage is going to
be way above $100. Dr. Paulsen said when we talk about jobs and good paying jobs, why it is
important ftom a ciq"s perspective. The higher pa),ing the job, the more we can pa), for those
services that come with them.

Dr. Paulsen said he had received from some people their comments about the ED land. W{hat are

some of the things that are missing or things u/e can tweak? AII ideas are welcome. We will take all
ideas and bring them back for next time for a more detailed discussed. We will try to get everyone's
ideas and put together in some sort of packet for everl,one. Mr. Anderson said he was a big advocate
of mlxed-use. That is what I enjoy doing. If I'ou put it together it turns out really good. If you just
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have piles of stuff, it doesn't work as well. People drive from here to here. You ratchet it up. I
would like to have the opportunity to do more things. I would like to see the P-2 uses that are not
industrial and not tn:cking companies or warehousing. I would like to see us get the maximum yield
out of our land. That is the way to prevent losing more land. I like density. You talked about 3 and

4 story buildrngs. We could probably go even further. I know they cost a 1ot more. There needs to
be a residential component. I am very happy with it being attached dwellings. There are a few
detached dwellings, townhomes, and garden style apartments. I don't think peopie mind the
interstate. I think they lilis the convenience more than noise bothers them. They get used to it.
People want to live close to where they work. Sosoki drd a pian for this 1,996. I pulled it out and
looked at it and I thought it was a good plan. It was mlxed-use. The reasons for mi-xed-use are

insurmountable. I had a little study did on Townley. I need to have it updated and break out the
yield. We have looked at the payroll taxes generated. We drd Townley on the poor side of town.
Many people said I rvould go broke. We struggled with it because of the demographics. It has grven
people on that side of town ser-vices they never had.

Mr. King said that horizontal mixed-use was a very slippery slope. I am a fan of Townley. I think it
is a really neat development. But when you break it down, other than the fact that you did a unifred
design and some things in terms of design of the housing to make it the new urbanism style, it is still
a segregated use. You have the apartments over here and the hotel there and the single family over
there. The 60's iteration of that is Nicholasville Road between Zaodale and New Circle. You have

commercial and apartments and single famrly. We have to understand there is an element of all this
that has to invoive quality design above and beyond. I have heard a lot of deveiopers argue that their
project was mixed-use. Mr. Stinnett said an example of that slippery slope was Polo Club. We have

a lot of friction over there with the neighborhood. It is the only fute Aid in town that closes at 11:00

p.m. You have apartments next to $200,000 and $300,000 homes. Mr. CowgilI said those were not
planned developments. You need the flexibility to put the hot things in but you also have to blend it
all together and that gets into the desrgn phase. The boys that do it right spend money on the
desigmng of it. How that can work from the standpoint of our City working with me and Dennis - I
don't know how that works. I agree with you Chris. It is desgn.

Mr. Anderson said that Chrh (King) is not allowed to discriminate by saving he can do it but she

can't. Mr. Krng said he had seen a lot of developments start but economic situations forced sales and

we don't control that. I'm not arguing the ideas but just saying something is good because it is
mi-xed-use - there has to be more than that. There is a mi-xture of uses in close proximity. !7e see

that all the tirne.

Dr. Paulsen said what Dennis has is functional mi-xed-use. It doesn't have to be on top of each

other. Cheq, Chase is the same way. I can walk to those places. It is not a job center. It is a

residential neighbodrood and the residentiai things that support it. That is another important thing
to remember here. What is the main focus? In Cher,y Chase the main focus is residential and the

services that are walkable and attractive to people lilie the schools, churches, grocery stores, and

restaurants. If the main focus was jobs and not residential, what would that mlxed-use look like.
How wouid that function and what would that ratio be. Would it be as attractive? Would it work as

well? tJThen we talk about this, I'd like to see those developments that are jobs focused and mlxed-
use, and how they function as opposed to the residential ones. That main focus is a key in how we
talk about this. Chely Chase is very attractive. Townley works well but your main focus is
residential. \d/here are those locations thats main focus is non-residential mlxed-use. How are those

centers or developments working? How successfui have they been?

Dr. Paulsen reminded the group that we were looking at this from a zofle perspective and not about

those locations. Even though we have the 3 propety owners here, we have to look at this more
about the zone. Once these properties are done we still have that zone. We may rezofle something
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some other place as ED. Those same rules wiJl apply in those areas. As we move forward, ED is
not going to go away. That is why we are here. To not make it goes away, but to tweak it so it will
work in the future. It is an important discussion, not what is right there, but how that zone works or
does not work.

Mr. Anderson asked, if and when more land was added, would they s 'li use the same perimeters and
the same categories. Mr. King said that was a subset of the 64,000 dollar question. Mr. Anderson
said they have had this land for 18 years and nothing has happened. Mr. King said there were a lot
of complex reasons for that. Dr. Paulsen said that was why we were here. If we are talking about
changing the focus of the zone, that is a zone change. \,{/hat we are talliing about here is not that.

\Ve are tallung about vrhat is with that exrsting zone and how we tweak that exrstrog zone so we make
it successful. I don't think all of it is land use based. That is why we are going to talk about the
exactions and other issues. I don't think we are foolish enough to believe that if we get the land uses

right, it's ali gorng to work when we are talking about jobs. One of the other things we need to do,
shovel read1, 2nd other things, how do we address those issues. If we are taikrng about changing the

entire focus of the zone, that is not what we are here about. It is more about the things we need to
adjust to make sure the ED is successful. If we are talkrng about changing its major focus, that
becomes a zofle chaoge. Mr. King said that is a Comprehensive PIan amendment. If you focus to
residentiai verses job creation which is out of the universal land that we have inside the urban service

area, the community made a decision that this is to be jobs land and primarily job land from
potentially higher income type jobs. That is part of what we are exploring. This is a gre t
conversation. How in a modern world would residential integrate to that. If al, of a sudden the
focus shifts, what we are really doing here is not a text amendment it is a Comprehensive Plan
amendment and a rezoning.

Dr. Paulsen said we would gather all the things and put them out there next time and have a more
thorough discussion of how those things work. That is why I was asking Ken and others as well.
One of the key parts of this is atwhat percentage of residential and mixed-use does that focus of the
zone change from jobs related to something else. If it rs 40o/o non-jobs, or 45o/o or 50oh it is not jobs

anymore. That is a very important part of this discussion. \X{hat other types of uses are supportive
that make a jobs mixed-use kind of area work. In terns of what q,pes of things you would want to
see that do make that jobs core area attractive and more successful. I don't think anyone is going to
disagree that ED has not been a big success. That is why we are here. To frgure out how to tweak it,
not just from a land use standpoint but from other aspects as well.

Skip Alexander said that one observation was that the two main parcels are isolated because of the
interstate. Hamburg is a destinati.on for a lot of folks. If we put our hospital or a portion of our
hospital out there, why do I want to get my people 'rn a car and drive around over at Hamburg?
Infrastrucrure wise, there ought to be some krnd of pedestrian/bike bridge across. Dr. Paulsen said

Brighton East Trail goes underneath it. Mr. Alexander said it was just transportation: getting people
from one point to another. There are a lot of resources in Hamburg and a lot of thhgs I don't think
Buddy and them are going to burld. \)7e are sure not going to build them. I would envision in 10

years a lot of our people are gorng to live out there. It's going to uickle down. Getting in benveen

that interstate is a big issue. It is a big barrier but I think it can be overcome. I think we are mrssing

a chance.

Dr. Paulsen said it was not all residential zoned. Mr. King said that would be a good thing for next
meeting's agenda: the geography and challenges and opportunities. Dr. Paulsen said Hamburg
would work against you as well. You are not going to get a groceq' store there because )rou have one

on the other side. Some of those retail and other services will look at it. We get this argument all the

time. People ask why we haven't put a grocery store downtown. Kroger will tell you they feel they
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are servicing that area quite well from the one off New Circle Road. That will be an impediment in
terms of some of those types of mked-used on that other side.

Mr. Cowgill said there is a difference between Dennis' location and our location, from the stand

point of what's around it. Do you put the same types of businesses in our location that you would
put in Dennis' location? I don't know if we want to talk about that or just make everything all one.
The sites are dramatically different. Any new ED sites would probably be more different.

Ms. Greathouse said they were here to try and f,rnd some land. I don't care if it is ED land or I-1 or
P-1. We need to try and address the needs of the clients v/e are trying to recruit. Until 3 or 4 ye rs
ago we didn't approach you all about the ED land because it was difficult to use but we also weren't
out of industrial land. We approach Dennis and Buddy about ED projects but that is not what they
want. We are forced to do that as a potential oppoffututy. Sometimes Coldstream doesn't want to
lease the land. A new building has come on the market so we are in a litde better situation for office
projects but in the end we are still strapped for offrce spaces. If you will build a building, we will fill
it up for you. Mr. King said we could go 90 feet under the current zontng. Ms. Greathouse said that
was not very hlgh for a signature office building. Mr. Cowgril asked why we had a limit. Mr. King
said that was exacdy the kind of things we are here to discuss. He explained why the limit was
originally imposed. Mr. Anderson suggested we also expiore density. Dr. Paulsen asked if it might
be informative to have UK talk about Coldstream and some of their experiences. George \Ward

mrght be asked to talk to the group.

Dr. Paulsen said 20 years ago this was what we thought was the right thing to do. Things are very
different. We see that with downtown. Y&at people are looking for from a job standpoint has

changed. How do we update that and make that work? That is the goal here. I don't want it to be
just about the land use but that is an important part. There are other componeflts of this as well.
Mr. Cowgill asked about the timeframe for this committee to complete this project. Dr. Paulsen said

he expected we would talk about this next time and then the exactions. He asked everyone to send

him theu cornments and they will bring them to the next meeting for discussion.

The next meeting will be Thursday, Februaq, 26, at9:00 a.m.

The meeting adjourned at LL:45 a.m.

The next meeting will be at 9:00 a.m. on February 26 n the Planning conference room.

The meeung adjourned at 11:45 a.m.

(A11 attachments available fot review upon request)
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